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Report Purpose 
	 This report aims to outline the challenges faced and choices made while designing and 
developing my website for the Introduction To Multimedia module. Sections detailing the design 
and development of some specific sections and the website as a whole have been included. A 
conclusion and References section have also been included towards the end of the report. 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Design & Development 
Whole Website 

	 The website was initially developed in Adobe Dreamweaver, however, the development 
was shortly changed to a simpler plain code editor called Xcode. Though it wasn’t able to 
compile the JavaScript or preview the HTML page during development, it did provide code 
completion and colour coding (See Photo 1: Snippet Of Development Environment).


	 The website was developed for Safari 8, however it has been tested in a few other main 
browsers (Internet Explorer, Firefox (note that you need a plugin for the video greeting if you're 
using Mac) and Chrome). Though a mobile version of the site has not been specifically 
developed, the desktop version has been tested and it does work as expected on mobile devices 
(including the Video Greeting (due to the use of standard HTML Video tags) and the JavaScript 
Animation). (See Photo 3: Mobile Viewing & Use Of Text Colour on page 3).


	 A consistent colour scheme was chosen to resonate throughout the whole site in order to 
maintain simplicity and make interaction more intuitive. A blue colour is used to indicate 
intractable content (See Photo 2: Use Of Colour In The Coursework Section). Yellow colour 
indicates an image (or a reference to one) (See how the following photo was referenced and 
captioned). 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Photo 1: Snipped Of Development Environment



	 Important information (e.g. Candidate Number) and titles use white text so they stand out 
clearly. This helps the user quickly identify important information on the page (See Photo 3: 
Mobile Viewing & Use Of Text Colour). Normal text in the website took on a light grey colour.


	 Many different colours were trialled before the ones used were chosen. Yellow, white, blue 
and grey were picked as they have a strong contrast with the (resolute) dark grey background 
colour, whilst preserving a sleek look throughout website. Sans-serif fonts (in particular, variations 
on Helvetica and Helvetica Neue) have been used throughout the whole site, giving it a modern 
and consistent look.


	 Positioning of elements (e.g. the navigation bar, the columns in the Home and CV pages, 
etc…) and their size has been linked to the width of the browser window. This allows a similar 
interface even when the browser window is of different sizes.


	 A styles.css file was linked to by all HTML files of the site. This was an absolute necessity. 
Not only did it allow changes to propagate through the whole site by editing just one file, but it 
also significantly reduced the amount of time required to implement each page and helped 
maintain an identical look throughout the entire site. 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Navigation System 

	 The navigation system used involves a bar at the top of each page. Importantly, it is in the 
same place on every page. The only thing that changes in the navigation bar as you navigate 
throughout the website is the selected page (indicated by the blue text) (See Photo 4: Navigation 
Bar). Rolling over the different page titles turns them blue as well, conforming to the indication of 
intractable content mentioned earlier. The navigation bar was implemented as a table and took a 
lot of time to get functioning properly (e.g. shrink as the width of the page changes, grey bottom 
border, etc…), but it paid off as it works across all the main browsers (including mobile ones) 
flawlessly.


	 In one of the drafts, a fixed navigation bar was tested (i.e. it stayed at the top of the 
window while scrolling down as opposed to being left behind at the top of the webpage) (See 
Photo 5: Fixed Navigation Bar). However, this idea was abandoned as it did not work in an 
expected or predictable way across multiple browsers or when the browser window was resized. 
This can been seen in Photo 5: Fixed Navigation Bar, where the yellow circles indicate 
inconsistent margins relative to the content.
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Photo 4: Navigation Bar



Greeting Video [1] 

	 For the development of the Video Greeting page, Final Cut Pro was used to apply a ‘bad 
TV’ effect to a few videos and add audio tracks over the top including music and a voice over, 
which was pitch bent and distorted in order to make it sound more menacing (See Photo 6: Video 
Greeting Development). The video was exported in an MP4 format, using the H.264 codec, at a 
resolution of 1080p, to enable maximum compatibility across web browsers.


	 Initially the video was set to auto-play with no controls when the webpage loaded, 
however this didn’t appear to be the best approach as it relied on a fast internet connection in 
order to play without stopping amongst other things. Though this wasn’t an issue during 
development (as the file was referenced locally), once it was uploaded to the public webspace 
and tested, under certain conditions (i.e. University network…), it didn’t play flawlessly and so the 
decision was made to put in controls. This not only allowed the user to pause and wait for the 
video to load (and replay if necessary), but also to see how far it had buffered. Furthermore, the 
use of controls allowed the user to more easily enable the fullscreen mode. 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Photo Gallery 

	 For the development of the photo gallery page, a table was initially used to layout the 
images across the page. The problem with this is it caused issues when resizing the table. 
Instead, divs and the CSS file were used to create a better gallery. (See Photo 7: Photo Gallery). 
In the interests of making the website more visually appealing, the photos get lighter as you roll 
over them.


	 Another problem that was encountered (other than using a table) was that the page took a 
very long time to load. This was quite easy to diagnose after realising that the images added up 
to about 50MB, and all of these were being downloaded when the page loaded and then shrunk 
down. The large image files also resulted in poor frame rates during the animation for the rollover. 
In order to solve this problem, smaller images (4% of the original resolution) were used as the 
thumbnails for the pictures (see Photo 8: Shrinking Images). Clicking the thumbnail would open 
the large copy of the file in a new tab (however this was only one photo and so it did not take too 
long to download). 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Photo 7: Photo Gallery

Photo 8: Shrinking Images



Coursework 

	 The coursework page contains discrete ‘blocks’ containing a little description of and links 
to coursework (including lab work, this report and the JavaScript animation source file) (see 
Photo 9: Coursework Page). This helps distinguish clearly between different pieces of work.


	 For the Lab 3 - Shakespeare and My Webpage section, an issue arose in which opening 
both webpages in separate tabs using one button became confusing. The following code was 
used to create this effect.


	 Often the tab that was opened but not initially selected was not noticed and so it seemed 
like the button had only opened one piece of coursework. In order to eliminate the confusion, 2 
separate links were used (each linking to individual pages) (See Photo 10: Lab 3) on page 8.
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Photo 9: Coursework Page



	 Initially, an attempt was made to get some of the lab work to open in a small window 
within the view (See Photo 11: Popup Coursework). Although this idea was rejected in the interest 
of simplicity and consistency (all links on this page open their related documents in a new tab). 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Photo 10: Lab 3

Photo 11: Popup Coursework



JavaScript Animation [2] 

	 The animation took a long time to produce and required a lot of ‘trial and error’, but it was 
fun and interesting to learn how very widely playable content can be implemented into webpages 
in different ways. JavaScript was a good programming language to use as it has useful structures 
(if/else statements) and is similar to other programming languages that I know well.


	 A decision to put a button to start the animation on the page was made so that it gave the 
computer more time to buffer the audio file. This was not the case if the animation automatically 
started once the page loaded. This is important as the animation is supposed to be in sync with 
the music up until the story about the Treacherous Circle. Furthermore, it prevented irritation as it 
allowed the user to identify the purpose of the page without the music playing immediately.


	 Attempts were made to centre the animation in the view (similarly to how a lot of the other 
elements (e.g. the Greeting Video) are positioned throughout the website). However, this 
presented one key problem - reloading the page with a window size different to that used when it 
was first loaded on the same computer rendered the ‘paper’ in the original place (in some cases, 
this resulted in the paper being completely off the screen) - and so the decision to position it just 
under the title was made.


	 Another idea was to have the animation fill about 90% the width of the window (similar to 
the navigation bar), but this would not have been much of an improvement at all because the 
movement of all the shapes in the animation all rely on a coordinate system (as opposed to being 
relative to the sides or each other) and so this idea was also rejected.


	 Parts of the animation had to be simplified as too many things were moving round the 
screen at once and the frame rate dropped quite considerably, particularly when multiple bits of 
text were animated to become larger.


The animation meets all aspects of the required criteria as it contains:


• An automatically starting audio file.

• Many animated vector objects as well as a bitmap one (displayed at the end of the animation).

• Some of these shapes change colour (the treacherous circle, the circle at the beginning which 

shrinks, etc…).

• Audio/visual synchronisation for the first 15 seconds of animation.

• Does not contain any aliasing or incorrect resolutions.


The animation also attempts more complex behaviour, including (but not limited to):


• Complicated animations involving many shapes all moving at the same time in different 
directions at different speeds.

• The use of some animated objects to enhance the animation (the first circle which shrinks is 

used to clear the screen after all the other circles have moved across the screen by growing 
and then fading out).


• Interactivity and a small story involving the treacherous circle. 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	 Photo 12: Snippet Of First Few Functions shows how the animation in general was carried 
out. The first method to be called was phase_1() which starts the audio track and fades in the 
blue circle (which is initially so large it fills the whole paper). It ends by calling ball_shrink() 
which animates the large circle’s radius to 0, over 2.5 seconds (synced with the audio) with a 
‘bounce’ effect. After this, phase_2() is called and many different circles animate across the 
screen; some going up, some going down, all at different speed and effects (e.g. easeOut). One 
of the shapes changes colour and many of the shapes change size while they’re moving. The 
clear_phase_2_1() method ‘blows up’ the original circle (by setting it’s radius to 1000), over 1 
second and this effectively clears the screen from the previous scene. This big circle is faded out 
in the clear_phase_2_2() method and text is animated into the screen. By animating both the 
opacity and the font size, the effect of fading in and growing text is presented.


	 A useful property of programming in JavaScript is the ability to essentially assign local 
variables globally. The advantage of declaring some variables locally is that it keeps the display 
clear (and the text unelectable before it has appeared). The following line does this and allows 
access to the variables in other methods.


window.finalMessage = finalMessage; 
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Conclusion 
	 Overall the project went very well. Many problems were encountered along the way, but it 
taught me a lot about the different ways of implementing things and getting around problems, 
even if it means completely rethinking a problem. This happened particularly when implementing 
the photo gallery (initially with a table, but then with divs later). The challenge of design was a fun 
one to combat as it was very rewarding.


	 It was a quick lesson that the use of a unified CSS file would 
significantly reduce the amount of work required for this project. A good 
example of this is on the coursework page. To add a new section (e.g. 
the JavaScript source), no formatting code needed to be added to the 
HTML because it was already done in the CSS file which essentially 
acted like a template (see the code on the right).


	 The JavaScript animation was interesting as it had such a vague specification (we could 
make it about whatever we liked). Adding the interactivity to the animation made the whole 
learning process more engaging.


	 Further work to be carried out on this website could include a more appropriate, more 
aesthetically pleasing way of linking to the coursework (rather than opening them in a new tab). 
Also, the photo gallery could open the large images in the same page (in some form of scrollable 
gallery) rather than opening them in a new tab. 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	 Throughout the development of my site, I used plenty of online resources to help me learn 
how to do things. I did not copy any chunks of code from these sites, but rather I learnt about the 
different methods and properties associated with what I was working on. The main sites I used 
are listed below:


• http://www.w3schools.com provided very solid HTML and CSS documentation.


• http://stackoverflow.com helped with a number of things, but mainly JavaScript issues, where it 
helped explain why some thing weren’t working.


• http://raphaeljs.com/reference.html was the documentation for the Raphaël.js library that was 
used for the Javascript Animation and was extremely helpful.


• http://www.w3schools.com/css/css3_animations.asp helped me with the animation used in the 
photo gallery when the thumbnails are rolled over. It was also helpful because it allowed me to 
add animation to the rollover used in the navigation bar fairly easily.
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